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Abstract Europe has became the new epicentre of the COVID-19 pandemic, according to the

WHO on 13th March 2020. Sums and ratios of death and confirmed cases were reported daily,

however, such statistics vary significantly by country and it is therefore challenging to understand

and measure the risk and severity of the novel disease. Prior to the European outbreak, the

COVID-19 virus infected more than 80,000 people in China since late 2019 and took the life of

several thousands during the past few months.

In this paper, a 3-state model Markov model is applied on the data from China to study the

dynamics of the disease and the impact of containment strategies. The long-run stable transition

probability obtained from the Markov model provides a convenient approach to estimate the case

fatality rate of the COVID-19. Also, the estimated life expectancy give a reasonable estimate of

time between first symptom and death.

Considering the containment strategy implemented in China, the analysis is done for Hubei

province and the rest of China respectively. Comparison of daily estimated results over the

whole observation period highlight the impact of the strategy while supporting the measures

and controls in place.

The proposed Markov model produce reasonable and intuitive estimates that help to measure

the virulence of the disease and understand the prevalence overtime. While uncertainty persists

as the pandemic goes on, our results show that the Markov approaches provide a useful tool for

prognosis and epidemic control.
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1 Motivation

The COVID-19 disease outbreak is confirmed as an ongoing pandemic according to WHO on

the 11th March 2020. Reports of the disease can be found since late 2019 when the outbreak

was observed in Wuhan city, Hubei, China.

As of the 16th March, reported infections from world’s authorities overtook that of China on

both total and daily basis. The total reported infections outside of China is 87,000 and the total

in China is 80,860, while the deaths outside China is recorded at 3,241, the death toll in China

is 3,208, according to The Guardian 2 .

While the crude death rate, calculated as total death over total infections, is roughly consistent

between global and China records. This numerical result of this simple rate is volatile overtime

and varying from country to country, ranging from less than 0.2% to around 7%. The World

Health Organization 5 commented on 3rd March 2020, that: “Globally, about 3.4% of reported

COVID-19 cases have died.”

With the ongoing pandemic affecting lives and activities severely across the globe. It is of interest

to capture the trend of evolving situation and provide prognosis of the the disease with a robust

measure with mathematical model aided analysis.

Data

The underlying data used in this analysis is based on the daily reported Onset, Recover and

Death toll from the World Health Organization (WHO) situation reports available publicly

at: WHO COVID-19 Situation Reports 4 .

The time series recorded for this study starts from 22nd January 2020 until 10th March 2020,

a total observation of 49 days. While the dynamically reported results from different sources

could vary throughout the day, the data for this study follow the daily publication of the WHO

situation report.

The National Health Commission of China 3 declared that the peak of the ongoing COVID-19

outbreak is over in China on 13th March 2020, after observing sharp and consistent decrease of

daily reported number of new confirmed cases since mid February 2020 and low level of overall

epidemic situation.

Therefore it is considered that data on China is capturing a relatively complete cycle of the

disease outbreak. Considering also with similarity observed in the numbers of total confirmed

and total death cases between China and the rest of the world, this study focus on the data for

China, including Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan.

Due to the measures taken and control placed by the Chinese government in order to contaminate

the virus from further spreading, traffic and personae movement control is prohibited around

the province of Hubei. The data is structured consistently as such to perform desired analysis

on Hubei and China (Non-Hubei) respectively.
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Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3 graphically display the raw count of total and daily Confirmed,

Dead and Recovered cases, respectively. The observed plateau trend of daily confirmed cases and

sharp increase in the number of recovery cases since March 2020 support the assumption that

the overall epidemic situation is under control, coincide with the latest WHO situation reports.

Figure 1: Daily reported total and new confirmed cases

Figure 2: Daily reported total and new death cases
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Figure 3: Daily reported total and new recovered cases

Case Fatality Rate (CFR)

By definition, the CFR is calculated as the total number of death from all confirmed cases divided

by the total number of confirmed cases during a certain period of time. As of the time of this

analysis, the COVID-19 is still a global ongoing pandemic, thus a full and accurate calculation

of the CFR is not possible.

The CFR is commonly used as a measure of severity rather than a conclusive final mortality

rate, while the later is often calculated on a proportional population basis rather than just

patients diagnosed with the disease. The two ratios provide different information and therefore

clarification is needed to avoid been misused interchangeably.

For example, consider a population of 100,000 people of which 10,000 were diagnosed with the

target disease, including 4,000 recorded death. The mortality rate for the disease is 4,000/100,000

= 4%. The case fatality rate is 4,000/10,000 = 40%. Now assume the confirmed infection is only

5,000. While the mortality rate of 4% does not change in this case. The case fatality rate now

doubles at 4,000/5,000 = 80%. In this example, while mortality rate from the disease is the same

in the given population at size 100,000, the disease is twice as server in the second case.

While the case fatality rate is calculated as a simple ratio between total death over a certain

period of time versus the total confirmed cases with the target disease during that time. However,

there are many factors which could affect the observed outcome during the given period, some

of the key factors include health history of the observed group, available resource of health care

and treatments applied to patients.

Meanwhile, the accuracy of case fatality rate is also subject to the choice of observation period

and the true cause of death in case of other health conditions. In the case of COVID-19, it is

understood that the time course of both infectious and threat to life is in the order of days.
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Therefore case fatality rate is considered as an appropriate measure of severity prognosis in our

analysis.

However, one of the key requirement is that the epidemic ended at the time of the calculation.

It is obvious that the CFR can only be accurately calculated with the formula: CFR = D
N at

the end of the epidemic, where D is the total number of deaths and N is the total number of

confirmed cases with the disease. If both D and N keep increasing as the epidemic continues,

the result will be misleading.

At the moment of this paper, the COVID-19 pandemic is still ongoing with the global peak

yet to come, Ghani, et al. 6 commented that the CFR calculate would require a time element

adjustment to avoid misleading results. This is done by dividing the number of death cases by

the confirmed cases from a number of time steps before. For example, with a time lag of u time

steps introduced, the CFR rate calculated at time s is expressed as: CFRs = Ds

Ns−u . This will

require the estimation of an additional lag variable which itself can be challenging in case of an

ongoing epidemic.

An other method proposed by Ghani, et al. 6 , which has the advantage of not having to estimate

the time lag, but nevertheless could work reasonably well, conditional on proportionality of

observations at each time step, is as following: CFRs = Ds

Ds+Rs , where Rs is the Recovered cases

recorded at time s. As s converge to the end of epidemic, the CFR calculated by this approach

will converge to the CFR calculated under the original definition.

Methodology and assumptions

In this paper, we briefly introduce the fundamental concepts and assumptions of the discrete

multi-state Markov models and focus on the application on real observed data during the recent

COVID-19 pandemic.

More specifically, we focus on the quantitative estimation of transition intensity and probability

between Onset, Recover and Death status. With the estimated probability transition matrix,

one is able to calculate the single-period daily and long-run cumulative probability of transi-

tioning from the Onset state to Recover or Death state, the latter servers as an estimate to the

case fatality rate and the former is the recovery rate subject to specific treatment and patient

condition implicitly embedded in the data.

Details of analysis is provided together with numerical results to demonstrate the applicability

of Markov model in case of the COVID-19 pandemic and how this class of quantitative method

could help better understand the virulence and monitor effectiveness of disease containment

strategies.

Lacking detailed individual patient observation data and information of health history and

condition at the time of COVID-19 symptom. We consider the following 4 scenarios, referred to

as s1 to s4 in the rest of this paper, to examine the time to death since the first observation of

symptom:

s1: Death observation is strictly based on days of onset.
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s2: Uniformly distributed random death observation.

s3: Random distributed death observation, but weighted towards longer time of onset.

s4: Age group based death rate as reported in the China CDC Weekly report Vol.2/No.8 1 .

The recovery rates are mapped in accordance to the death probabilities in each scenario.

2 Markov Chain Models

Markov chain models are widely used to estimate dynamic progression involving transition

between finite observable states. The methodology is intuitive and straightforward to implement,

especially for situation when observation state are defined by different stages alongside the

progression of the situation. As a result, the idea is widely known in studies and applications in

epidemiology.

Discrete Markov chain models assume that the current state of observation fully depend on the

state of the state observed at the previous time step per discrete observation interval.

Mathematically, this means that the probability of observed state i at time t transitioning to

state j at time t+ 1 is denoted as following:

pi,j(t) = Pr [I(t+ 1) = j|I(t) = i] (1)

where I(t) is the identification of observed state at time t. The single time-step transition

probability is defined as pi,j(1), this is also referred to as the daily transition probability. The

t-step forward transition probability along the course of observations is denoted as pi,j(t).

Definition of the 3-state Markov model

We use a simple discrete 3-state Markov Model where the transition is observed between the fol-

lowing states: Onset, Recovery and Death. Both Recovery and Death in this case are considered

absorbing stages.

While it is possible that recovered patients could transition into onset status, there is no official

confirmation of such trend, thus this transition is not considered in this analysis.

Figure 4 graphically describe the 3-state Markov model that is proposed for application. For

simplicity of notation and mathematical expressions, we define the Onset state as 1, Recover

state as 2, and Death state as 3.

The single state probabilities are therefore often expressed in a matrix form, a 3-by-3 matrix

in our case with the rows and columns corresponds to the pre-defined states. Note that the

Recover and Death states are both considered as absorbing states, hence non-transient and all

probabilities are set to 0.

P (t) =

p1,1(t) p1,2(t) p1,3(t)

0 0 0

0 0 0
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Figure 4: The 3-state Markov Model

Onset

Recover

Death

p1,2

p1,3

p1,1

where the state transition probabilities are defined as:

p1,1(t) = e−(q1,2+q1,3)t

p1,2(t) =
q1,2

q1,2 + q1,3
(1− p1,1(t))

p1,3(t) = 1− p1,1(t)− p1,2(t)

Define the underlying transition intensity matrix by Q which is exponentially scalable by time t

to achieve the probability matrix P (t), one may express the time dependent probability matrix

P (t) as:

P (t) = Exp(tQ) (2)

where the intensity matrix Q is defined as following:

Q =

−(q1,2 + q1,3) q1,2 q1,3
0 0 0

0 0 0


It is important to highlight that the time course of COVID-19 infection is considered in the order

of days, meanwhile, the proposed 3-state model with 2 absorbing states allow a single transition

to the absorbing states during any time step, therefore the daily reported data is considered

appropriate for the time step unit in reality.

Dynamics of transition probability over time

Consider time independent probabilities as a simple example, assume the constant single step

transition probability between Onset state and Recover state is p1,2, the time t estimation of
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the probability of remain in the Onset state for t− 1 time steps and transition to Recover state

can be calculated as:

p1,2(t) = Pr [I(t) = 2, I(t− 1) = 1, . . . , I(1) = 1|I(0) = 1] = pt−11,1 · p1,2

which is a special case defined by the sub-distribution of an Onset case recovering at any time

during the t time steps.

Considering the time dependent variation of probability p1,2(t), the time 0 estimated probability

of transitioning from Onset at time t− 1 to Recover state at time t, is then defined as:

p1,2(t) = Pr [I(t) = 2, I(t− 1) = 1, . . . , I(1) = 1|I(0) = 1]

= p1,1(0) · p1,1(1) · · · p1,1(t− 1) · p1,2(t− 1)

where p1,1(0) is the probability of staying Onset at time 0, and p1,1(1) is the probability of

staying Onset at time 1, etc.

As time t gets large, t → ∞, the probability of staying Onset approaches 0 and probability of

transitioning to absorbing states converge to the respective limits. This allows calculation of

overall transition probability between states:

p1,2 =

∫ ∞
t=0

p1,2(t)δt

This full probability P (t) covers all individual cases and all transitions, the numerical estimation

of P (t) depends on the intensity matrix Q, and both the limit and the time span of convergence

are defined analytically in close form. As t increase, the probability to transition to the absorbing

Death state will converge to the true CFR as (Dt +Rt)→ N t.

Expected time to transition

It is also possible to estimate the time to transition between states, in case for absorbing states,

the time to transition between between states i and j is sometimes called the first passage time

from state i to state j, denoted as τi,j , this is the number of time steps taken until it arrives to

state j.

The first passage time distribution is linked to transition probability defined earlier. Consider

the first passage time at value T between Onset and Recover, this links back to the transition

probability as defined before:

h
(T )
1,2 = p1,2(τi,j = T ) = Pr [I(T ) = 2, I(T − 1) = 1, . . . , I(1) = 1|I(0) = 1] (3)

The expected first passage time can then be calculated as: h1,2 =
∑

T=1,...,∞ T · h
(T−1)
1,2 .

While the CFR is a risk measure of the disease virulence, the dynamic first passage time estimate

to the Death state, i.e. the life expectancy, is a measure that helps to monitor the efficiency of

strategic disease containment.
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3 Application to COVID-19 data

The P and Q matrices are estimated using the full 49-day observation data since 22nd January

2020 to 10th March 2020. The tables in this section present results estimated using the full

data, while the figures are plotted with daily estimates from cumulative data to illustrate the

evolution of the probability overtime.

Elements of the latest, day-49 estimated intensity matrix are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Element of the intensity matrix Q to Recover and Death states

End State Scenario Transition Prob Hubei China (Non-Hubei)
Recover s1 q1,2 0.0386 0.0577
Recover s2 q1,2 0.0377 0.0562
Recover s3 q1,2 0.0384 0.0575
Recover s4 q1,2 0.0377 0.0563
Death s1 q1,3 0.0024 0.0005
Death s2 q1,3 0.0024 0.0005
Death s3 q1,3 0.0025 0.0005
Death s4 q1,3 0.0024 0.0005

Single step transition probabilities

This is the P matrix calculated from Equation 2 with the time parameter t = 1.

The latest day-49 estimated single step transition probability is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Estimated 1-day transition probabilities

End State Scenario Transition Prob Hubei China (Non-Hubei)
Death s1 p1,3 (1) 0.24% 0.05%
Death s2 p1,3 (1) 0.24% 0.05%
Death s3 p1,3 (1) 0.24% 0.05%
Death s4 p1,3 (1) 0.24% 0.05%
Onset s1 p1,1 (1) 95.98% 94.35%
Onset s2 p1,1 (1) 96.07% 94.49%
Onset s3 p1,1 (1) 95.99% 94.36%
Onset s4 p1,1 (1) 96.07% 94.48%
Recover s1 p1,2 (1) 3.78% 5.60%
Recover s2 p1,2 (1) 3.69% 5.46%
Recover s3 p1,2 (1) 3.77% 5.58%
Recover s4 p1,2 (1) 3.69% 5.47%

In order to observe the consistency and trend of estimate, Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 depict

the single period (t = 1) transition probabilities estimated on day-1, day-2 and so on, starting

from 22nd January 2020.
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Figure 5: Single period (t = 1) Recovery probability estimate by day of latest observation.

Figure 6: Single period (t = 1) Death probability estimate by day of latest observation.
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Figure 7: Single period (t = 1) Onset probability estimate by day of latest observation.

14-step transition probabilities

Wang Tang & Wei 7 reported that the median value of time span from first symptom to death

is 14 days ranging between 6 and 41 days.

One can easily obtain the 14-day forward transition probability by calculating the P matrix

using Equation 2 with the time parameter t = 14.

The day-49 estimated 14-step (t = 14) transition probabilities are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Estimated 14-day transition probabilities

End State Scenario Transition Prob Hubei China (Non-Hubei)
Death s1 p1,3 (14) 2.61% 0.51%
Death s2 p1,3 (14) 2.62% 0.52%
Death s3 p1,3 (14) 2.62% 0.51%
Death s4 p1,3 (14) 2.62% 0.52%
Onset s1 p1,1 (14) 56.30% 44.28%
Onset s2 p1,1 (14) 57.01% 45.20%
Onset s3 p1,1 (14) 56.41% 44.40%
Onset s4 p1,1 (14) 57.01% 45.16%
Recover s1 p1,2 (14) 41.09% 55.21%
Recover s2 p1,2 (14) 40.37% 54.28%
Recover s3 p1,2 (14) 40.97% 55.09%
Recover s4 p1,2 (14) 40.37% 54.33%

Figures 8, 9, 10 plots the 14-step transition probabilities estimated on each observation day

starting from 22nd January 2020.
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Figure 8: 14-step (t = 14) transition probability to Recover state by day of latest observation.

Figure 9: 14-step (t = 14) transition probability to Death state by day of latest observation.
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Figure 10: 14-step (t = 14) transition probability to Onset state by day of latest observation.

Long-run stable transition probability

As the underlying transition defined in the model subject to a Markov process, hence the tran-

sition is expected to converge to a stable matrix as time steps forward to infinity. With the two

absorbing states in the 3-state system, the stable transition probability to Death and Recover

states adds up to 1 and the Onset probability is 0.

The estimated stable transition probabilities are shown in Table 4, the number of forward esti-

mation steps is denoted by T .

Table 4: Long-run cumulative transition probability to Recover and Death states

End State Scenario Transition Prob Hubei China (Non-Hubei)
Recover s1 p1,2(T ) 94.03% 99.08%
Recover s2 p1,2(T ) 93.91% 99.05%
Recover s3 p1,2(T ) 94.00% 99.07%
Recover s4 p1,2(T ) 93.91% 99.05%
Death s1 p1,3(T ) 5.97% 0.92%
Death s2 p1,3(T ) 6.09% 0.95%
Death s3 p1,3(T ) 6.00% 0.93%
Death s4 p1,3(T ) 6.09% 0.95%

According to the underlying model, for the province of Hubei, the stable probability transitioning

to the Death state is estimated at 6%, while the Recover probability is 94%. For the rest of China,

with implementation of virus containment strategy, the transition probability to Death state is

around 0.95% and the Recover probability is above 99%, indicating high chance of survival if

the infected is proactively tested and treated.
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Figure 11: Hubei: estimated long-run state transition probability by day of latest observation.

Figure 12: China (Non-Hubei): estimated long-run state transition probability by day of latest obser-

vation.
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Life expectancy over time

With Equation 3, the life expectancy can be calculated by substituting the estimated stable

transition probability. As done in previous sections, we estimate the stable transition probability

by day of observation and calculate the average time expected before transitioning to the Death

state.

Figure 13 depict the daily estimated life expectancy for Hubei and the rest of China respectively.

Over the course of the COVID-19 outbreak since January 2020, the life expectancy of Hubei

from first confirmation of symptom to death is about 17 days. For the rest of China, the life

expectancy is more than 100 days post the peak of epidemic under containment measures.

Figure 13: Life expectancy: expected time between first symptom to death

4 Discussion

In this paper, we apply a 3-state model Markov model to study the dynamics of the COVID-

19 disease and the impact of containment strategies. The estimated long-run stable transition

probability help to understand the course of state transition and provide a prognosis of symptom

evolution.

Together with the estimated life expectancy over time, the long-run stable transition probability

to Death state, i.e. the proposed estimation of case fatality rate for COVID-19, differ for Hubei

and the rest of China significantly at 6% and 0.95% receptively. The difference observed between

estimates reflect the impact of containment strategies and measures implemented in China 11 up

to date.

For comparison, the WHO estimated the case fatality rate for SARS was 4% ( WHO SARS

situation report 8) but the final case fatality rate is 9.6% ( Venkatesh, S. & Memish, Z.A. 9).
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The CFR observed between 2012 and mid 2019 for the MERS-CoV is 34.5% ( WHO MERS

Global Summary 10).

Limitation and further research

As the COVID-19 pandemic is still ongoing globally at the the time of this paper, the latest

observed crude death rate vary significantly by country, therefore the accurate estimate of the

case fatality rate is not possible while new infected cases confirmed everyday.

While the case fatality rate is a useful measure in terms of risk assessment, the underlying data

in this report is limited to overall time series of case count. In the context of a novel disease, it is

important to extend the existing analysis with more detailed data including individual medical

history, so that the overall recovery rate and duration under different health condition can be

studied. More complicated analyses, including infectious and spread analysis, can be performed

on activity and behavioral data under the assumption of stationary transition probabilities

subject to scope of analyses.

In summary, Markov approaches provide a convenient and accessible approach to calculate

disease metrics that summarize relevant aspects of the disease ecology, the straightforward in-

terpretation allows the estimation of dynamic probabilities of death and recovery rates as well

as the expected time and duration of state-dependent life expectancy. These advantages and

potential enhancements make this approach a powerful tool to obtain a basic understanding of

the COVID-19 disease.
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